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The planned experimental device for plasma 
confinement research in Kyoto University is 
based on the helical axis heliotron concept [1] 
with controllable bumpy field. The bumpy field 
has been negligibly small in conventional he-
liotrons, and therefore, it is essential to grasp 
its roles to develop the helical axis heliotron con-
cept. 
As the first step to study the collisionless par-
ticle confinement, the structure of Bmin con-
tours, which is frequently utilized to measure 
the collisionless particle confinement properties 
in the Large Helical Device (LHD) [2], has been 
considered by the model n1agnetic field including 
the bumpy field as: 
B Boo{(!+ (1- f)(rja) 2) 
tha(r/a) cos(()B- M(B) 
tta(r /a) cos ()B 
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Here () B ((B) is the poloidal (toroidal) angle in 
the Boozer coordinates, r /a the normalized av-
erage radius, M the number of the field period, 
f models the diamagnetic effect and the vac-
uum magnetic well/hill, and ~b measures the 
increase of the bumpy field towards the plasma 
edge. Figure 1 shows the fraction of closed B · mtn 
area to that of average poloidal cross section 
of plasma boundary as a function of tb/ tha for 
different tta/ tha (white lozenge, black lozenge, 
white square and black square for tta/ tha = 
0.0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0. 75 cases) and Bmin/ Boo val-
ues (0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95 from top to bottom) 
with f = 1 and ~b = 0. Each line extends 
from maximum to minimum values of tb/ tha to 
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close the corresponding Bmin contour. It clearly 
demonstrates that there is an appropriate range 
of bumpy field for closing Bmin contours, and 
also the negative tb/ tha is desirable for larger 
tta/ tha cases. This fraction of closed Bmin area 
strongly correlates to the collisionless particle 
confinement efficiency from the results of par-
ticle orbit following in the Boozer coordinates. 
The effects of f and ~b relate to the formation 
of the global magnetic well (for f ;S 1) and lo-
calized magnetic well (for ~b f 0), whose effects 
on the collisionless particle confinement are now 
under investigation. The realization of the ap-
propriate magnetic field spectra for a good col-
lisionless particle confinement with the planned 
coil system will also be pursued based on this 
study. 
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Fig. 1. Fraction of closed Bmin area for 
different tta/ tha and Bmin/ Boo cases. 
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